
Chairman: Kelsi Calvillo ocninetynines@gmail.com Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz Treasurer: Jinifer Conover

OC99s Website: https://www.oc99s.org Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s

February 1—Business Meeting via ZOOM 6pm

February 11—General Meeting 9am-12pm————>

February 18—Joint fly-in to KAVX with Fullerton
99s. Tour included, but remember there’s a landing
fee. Meet at Catalina Airport at 10am. (See page 2
for details.)

March 1—Business Meeting via ZOOM 6pm

March 18—Tentative plan to fly-in to KIZA.

March—General Meeting Date & Time TBD

May 3—Business Meeting via ZOOM 6pm

May 6—Flying Companion Seminar 8am-5pm

May 15—OC 99s’ Scholarship Application Deadline

 Lauren Okimoto—CFII Rating

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

February General Meeting

When: February 11th 9 am-12 pm
Where: U.S.S. Midway (San Diego, CA)
RSVP: to Jenn by February 4th.

Save the date! Jenn has knocked it out of the
park once again and scheduled us for a
docent tour of the U.S.S. Midway in San
Diego. RSVPs with Jenn will be required.
More info to follow via email.

Midway offers groups a unique once-in-a-
lifetime experience with a private one-hour
tour led by one of Midway’s Docents. See the
ship like never before!

Following the Docent-led tour, guests are free
to stay onboard and continue with the guided
audio tour narrated by Midway sailors to
enhance your visit even further. Also, enjoy
the “Voices of Midway” film detailing the
events of the Battle of Midway!

*Entry Policies: All visitors are subject to a bag check
before coming aboard the Midway. Prohibited items
include but are not limited to: outside food/beverage,
glass containers of any kind, pets, bicycles,
skateboard/scooters, weapons of any kind.

Items allowed onboard include but are not limited
to: service animals, strollers, clear plastic bottles,
umbrellas.

February 2023

https://www.midway.org/




National Test Pilot School Visit ~Jennifer Walinowicz

Last year, I stumbled across the National Test Pilot School online while searching for
Master’s Degree programs. I was thrilled when I learned that the school offers tours, and
immediately asked for our group to be signed up. Diane in the office at NTPS was
amazing, keeping in contact and getting us set up for our tour.

To make the day even more fun, Cindy and Tess helped coordinate a fly-in so we could
exercise our pilot privileges to beat the traffic (Mojave is a good way away from Orange
County!); Unfortunately, Cindy’s airplane she had reserved was no longer available, and
when CJ checked the weather before flying, winds were predicted to be pretty rough
along her route. All things said and done, we amounted to sixteen pilots and spouses
spread between three airplanes and four cars when we arrived at Voyage Restaurant at
KMHV.

After a big lunch, we made our way back to NTPS to start the tour. The school was filled
with instructors and students in brightly colored flight suits, most bearing a different
national flag (symbolizing the many different countries represented at NTPS). We were
then split into two groups, each led by a Graduate Assistant. I was excited to have Kate
show us around- she was awesome! Not only is she working towards a Master’s Degree in
flight test and evaluation, but she holds an MS in Aerospace Engineering. If that’s not cool
enough, she interned and then worked at NASA as a flight science officer. Yep, that NASA.

Our first stop was into a building with three aircraft: This
particular hangar held an F-5A, a Sabreliner, and something
else that once was flightworthy but in its current state looked
like a disassembled jet of some type. We got to climb into the
Sabreliner and see the flying classroom in back. Each seat held
a screen so its occupant could be kept up to speed on flight
test results.

As we walked to an even larger, tall hangar, Kate described
some of what they do at NTPS. The school is split into fixed wing and rotor wing flight
testing. Students can come from a civilian or military background, and come from all over
the world. Some come from companies looking to train someone for a specific need,
while others make use of the wide range of military and civilian aircraft NTPS has onsite
as well as their EASA certification. Another really great feature is the close proximity of
many aerospace companies to Mojave Air and Space Port so students can see flight
testing in action: Virgin Galactic could be seen on a nearby hangar, and Stratolaunch as
well as Scaled Composites call KMHV home.

The main curriculum taught at NTPS is around systems testing, as well as performance and flying qualities. The students can
take the twelve-month professional course, short courses, or the full Master’s Degree program in flight test and evaluation
or flight test engineering. According to the NTPS website, everything can be scaled for training as well as for clients to cater
to virtually any flight test need. Upon completion of her Graduate Assistant program, Kate will have spent three years at
NTPS. Over those three years, she will learn the ins and outs of flight testing, test parameters, how to liaise between pilots,
developers, and the control room, as well as how to successfully complete a test, what is and is not an acceptable result, as
well as how to interpret results and present to requesting parties.

While I still don’t know if I understand entirely what goes on in the day-to-day
training at NTPS, what I do understand is that without test pilots, we would
be at a kind of stalemate in aviation. Someone needs to do the hard work of
testing all the systems and structures to ensure aircraft will perform in a
stable, known way. For that, I am grateful to pilots and engineers like those at
NTPS for doing the hard jobs to keep flying safe!



“To me, he was just Gramps”

Jonna Doolittle Hoppes always knew her grandfather General
James "Jimmy" Doolittle was well-known, but it took growing up
for her to realize what his contributions meant to history.

"To me, he was just Gramps," said Hoppes. "He was a wonderful
grandfather. Even my two daughters say, 'He was fun, he played
with us, he made us laugh.' I started giving presentations
because I wanted to protect his memory."

Hoppes is enthusiastic about sharing General Doolittle's story
and has a specific goal in mind when she gives her
presentations.

"My passion is meeting people who made history and those who
are still making history," she said. "There are so many people from this generation who are stepping up just like people
did during WWII, and they are heroes.

"They say, 'I was just doing my job,' and to them it's not a big deal," she said. "But to
civilians who don't deal with the military every day, it is a big deal. The reason I do
what I do is to encourage everyone to record their stories."

(Published Oct. 19, 2011 by Senior Airman Brigitte N. Brantley, 23rd Wing Public
Affairs, Moody AFB)

Bev met Jonna when Jonna spoke at one of the SWS Section meetings that Bev
chaired years ago. Bev bought Jonna’s book “Calculated Risk” about the life of Jimmy
Doolittle, and found her card with phone number. Bev called Jonna last summer and
asked her to speak to her Aerospace Club – January was decided on.

On Friday, Jan 27, ten OC 99s joined Bev Allen’s Aerospace luncheon to hear Jonna
speak. Below are a few members’ thoughts:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

I was so happy I decided to go to the Jonna Doolittle Hoppes talk at Laguna Woods. Thank you to Bev Allen for

inviting us to join your wonderful group. Jonna's description of her grandfather's life thru pictures of him as a child

thru his life was inspiring. She also spoke lovingly of her grandmother who was always by his side.

I could tell by the way she spoke of him that I would have loved him immediately. He was slight, but tough. He

knew how to get things done. And he always did the right thing. That was a huge takeaway for me. Doing the right

thing is sometimes not the easiest thing. Like putting that airplane in a tree to avoid hitting homes….I love that.

Thank you Bev, for the invite, and a look at a life well lived.

Tess

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Who Knew?

Going to hear the granddaughter of Jimmy Doolittle speak one would expect solely stories about Doolittle and flying.

Who knew it was really a talk about a love story between Jonna Doolittle Hoppes’ grandfather and grandmother.



A couple of surprises; Doolittle went to MIT and received a Master of Science and Doctor of Science in Aeronautics. He

was feisty but cared deeply about his teammates and family. The kindness he demonstrated to his great grandchildren

and his wife were memorable.

It was great to hear the stories behind the stories we already knew or were familiar with. Of course, there were lots of

details added about Doolittle’s life. It was such a good presentation, that I bought her book; Calculated Risk. (It’s

available on Amazon – search for “Calculated Risk” by Hoppes.)

Irene Engard

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

I have been so fortunate to shake the hand of Jonna Doolittle Hoppes, who shook the hand of her grandfather,

Jimmy Doolittle. To hear in person from her what he was like, to learn of his family and how he developed,

was such a gift. Hearing how his early life in Alaska carved his “toes on the line” personality explained the

drive behind his accomplishments. From his early flying, to his creating the flight instruments we depend on

today, to the raid over Tokyo, to becoming Brigadier General, to being at the bedside of his wife, what an

inspiring life he led!

Thank you to Jonna; now we know the rest of his story.

Pam Hengsteler

_____________________________________________________________________________________

I really enjoyed learning about Jimmy Doolittle’s background and upbringing. It’s cool to hear the
lesser known tidbits and behind-the-scenes stories only a family member could provide. I had no
idea he lived in Alaska as a child- that must’ve been interesting in that era! Something that
resonated with me was when Jonna talked about how whenever Jimmy Doolittle made a mistake,
he would think about how it affected others. For instance, he was goofing off with some other pilots
while in another country to showcase an aircraft. He ended up pretty badly injured (broke both his
ankles!) and realized his mistake would hurt the company he was representing since he couldn’t fly.
Well, he found a way to fly and pulled it off, but he came to the realization he had to do better and
be a good ambassador for whichever company he represented. What a stand-up guy! To hear
Jonna describe her grandfather, you can tell he was beloved by his family and anyone who knew
him.

Jenn Walinowicz

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Years ago I was extremely fortunate to work at Edward's Air Force base during the time when Jimmy Doolittle Jr.
was running their Air Force test pilot school. The Doolittle family was always gentle and humble, steadfast in their
truthful tale of the patriarch and the raid on Japan. What a privilege years later to enjoy the family story relayed so
beautifully by granddaughter Jonna in the presence of people who remembered and young women pilots who were
inspired. More than retelling a war story about an incredible aviation achievement against all odds, and also
expelling the Hollywood renditions, Jonna's book is a love story that illustrates a powerful example of a woman
behind a famous man. She weaves history and family together in an extraordinarily special way, detailing the result
of strength in an enduring relationship. And should all of us be so lucky. Happy Valentine’s Day.

Celia Vanderpool



Fullerton 99s Fly in to California Baptist University

~Cindy Morris and Lauren Okimoto

Hi Ladies! I am so glad to have been able to fly in a beautiful Piper Seneca 200 -T with Miriam M. We

joined the Fullerton chapter fly-in to the California Baptist University (CBU) Aviation Program at

Riverside Airport (KRAL). This airport is very close to me personally because it is where I obtained my

private pilot license.

At 7:30 am our pilot in command, Miriam, picked my friend and coworker, Lauren, and I up at our home

base (Sling pilot Academy) to drive us to her hangar at the east side of the Torrance Airport. We pre-

flighted the aircraft and got to talk about our experiences as pilots. Lauren, as a CFII and multiengine

rated pilot with over 500 hours, sat at the controls with Miriam. As we got to know Miriam, she

informed us she has thousands of hours teaching and flying different and much faster aircraft than our

Slings.

This gave me the opportunity to ask about her experience in the LA basin with her students, because I

would like learn more about teaching in the local area. She was more than helpful and had a wealth of

knowledge that she was willing to share.

As an instructor, having just finished my intense training, it was delightful to sit back, relax and enjoy the

ride. I had great views behind the wings. That was my first time actually seeing Disneyland after flying

over it 150 times under the hood.

Fortunately, we landed early and had time to grab a coffee and continue chatting while we waited for

the Fullerton Chapter to land. Many different aircraft landed, including a Cirrus, Cessna 172s, and a

taildragger from KFUL. The presentation was done by a CBU Academic Advisor and a recently graduated

and hired female CFI building her 1,000 hours for her restricted ATP. They did a great job giving us a

tour of the facilities, dispatch and showing us the piper arrows.

After the tour, we had a delicious meal accompanied by live music at The Riverside Airport Cafe. I

recommend getting the cauliflower bites. We had time to meet more members of the Fullerton Chapter

and talk about our aviation experiences from a variety of backgrounds.

I am grateful to be part of the 99s community of women pilots because it gives me the opportunity to

meet experienced professionals who inspire me to be a better pilot each day. I look forward to the next

Fullerton chapter fly-in to Catalina on Saturday, February 18th.



Fullerton 99s Fly in to California Baptist University Cont.



Orange County Ninety-Nines
Scholarships

The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines International
Organization of Women Pilots® is offering aviation scholarships
to local women.

In 2023, the chapter will award two scholarships honoring our
chapter’s Living Legend, Beverleymae Allen.

The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards an
advanced rating or training to further their pursuit in
aviation. These are open to Ninety-Nines with memberships
effective February 15, 2023 who will train within 99NMs of KSNA.

Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private Pilot
Certificate, advanced ratings or towards Airframe and Powerplant
(A&P) advancement.

The scholarships are now published on our website:
www.OC99s.org. Applications are due May 15, 2023.

Check with our Scholarship Chairman, Irene Engard, for assistance
with this or any other scholarship applications.



Spark Plugs - “baby, light my fire”!

For a long time now, I’ve known just basic information about aircraft spark plugs. They are, of course, extremely important in the

operation of every piston engine. If the plugs aren’t firing for some reason, engine problems of various severities will occur. Modern

light aircraft have 2 sets of plugs per cylinder and 2 magnetos per engine and each magneto operating one set of plugs. A very old and

safe design. If one magneto stops working properly, its input can be shut off and the engine will continue to run on one set of spark

plugs.

A while back, I wrote a Safety article about magnetos, but I’ve never continued the topic of ignition all the way down to the spark plugs.

During the most recent annual on my 1972 Cardinal, I found reason to dig into specifics about spark plugs as the IA changed out all 8

plugs in my 4-cylinder Lycoming O-360 engine for a plug with a different part number. The new ones comply with the Lycoming

Operator’s/Parts manuals for my engine. The new ones have the same dimensions, but burn hotter, so we’ll see how that works out as

I’ve had one cylinder with a high CHT for years.

Since space is limited in this article, I will keep the “gory engineering details” to a minimum.

The basic parts are shown in this drawing on the left (pictures are courtesy of

www.championaerospace.com).

The shape of the head of the spark plug - the electrode end inside the cylinder that sparks to

ignite the fuel - comes in a few of basic shapes and for this article, we’ll stick to “massive

head” and “fine wire” (shown just below).

Massive Head Fine Wire

If the temperature inside the cylinder is outside of normal operating temps - either too hot

(> 1200°F) or too cold (< 1000°F), the heads can foul and not fire properly. During my private

pilot training, I was taught how use leaning to clear suspected plug lead fouling (from plugs

running too cool) that showed itself during a rough mag check. I’ve done this on a few

occasions over the years and that usually takes care of the problem. Plugs running too hot will

get a glossy black buildup from lead, carbon or oil. These will need to be removed and cleaned

or replaced if needed. Some may need to be re-gapped if the electrode is worn.

Aircraft spark plug part numbers are coded and the various parts provide quite a lot of information: For example, if the part number is

UREM-32E, this can be translated as follows:

U – Manufacturer (blank=Champion, U=Tempest - not sure about codes for others)

R – Resistor Plug - spark plug has a built-in resistor

E – Barrel Size (E = 5/8”, H = ¾”) - the diameter of the spark plug

M –Thread Reach (B = 13/16”, M = ½”) - this is how far into the cylinder the plug goes

32 – Heat Rating (Low number = cold, High number = hot) - numbers go to at least 40

E – Electrode Design (E = Massive, BY = Massive Projected Nose, S = Fine Wire)

Some experts recommend fine wire plugs over the massive head for better performance, especially in high performance engines, and less

lead-fouling (they run hotter). Whatever you choose for your engine will likely depend on what seems to work best, or a preference by

your IA/A&P and your budget (fine wire plugs are LOTS pricier).

For a quick overview on spark plugs, see: https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2019/september/05/aircraft-maintenance-

become-a-spark-plug-guru.

Have a safe flight!

Claudia Ferguson, Safety

San Fernando Valley 99s

Aviation Safety Counselor

© CK Ferguson 2023



Join us Online

Chapter Website - http://oc99s.org

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Happy February Birthdays!

5 Jennifer Phillips
12 Marikay Lindstrom
17 Marlene Garraffa
26 Kelley Gorman

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many

to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization
of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight.


